1. Complete the crosswords.

2. Find the words from the activity above.

M D Q G A A T U S R L A M P P
I S Z E H R U G E C U J T N I
R C H E S T O F D R A W E R S
R C A R P E T N B Q C H A I R
O A P O S T E R E M D X P K S
R P I S G W A R D R O B E S U
Y S B E D S I D E T A B L E P
1. What are the names of the cats?
   A) The cat number 4 is Jack.
   B) Sissy is in front of Jack.
   C) Jane is next to Jack.
   D) Damian is behind Jack.
   E) Ella is between Damian and Martha.
   F) Jane is in front of Ella.
   G) Dean is opposite Jane.
   H) Martha is behind Dean and next to Ella.
   I) Dean is between Pat and Martha.
   J) Mike is in front of Jane.
   K) Mike is next to Pat.

2. Complete the sentences:
   A) Jane is _______ Ella and Mike.
   B) Jane is _______ Mike.
   C) Sissy is _______ Mike.
   D) Sissy is _______ Jack.
   E) Mike is _______ Sissy and Pat.
   F) Dean is _______ Jane.
   G) Ella is _______ Jane.
   H) Dean is _______ Pat.
The poster is **next to** the window.

The poster is **on** the wall.

The book is **under** the poster.

The book is **on** the chest of drawers.

The sock is partly **in** the chest of drawers.

The box is **on** the windowsill.

The rabbit is **in** the box.

The skateboard is **in front of** the window.

The ship is **on** the shelf.

The snake is **under** the bed.

The skateboard is **between** the window and the bed.
Put the furniture into the room: